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Memo to self: "don't listen to the radio."

In March 2009, I wrote a blog entry about the speciesist nature of society as
reflected in the national Irish media. Now, while this sort of thing is not a
surprise and certainly not limited to Ireland - and I generally expect routine
representations of speciesism in a deeply speciesist culture - now and then, a
series of stories on Newstalk kick me in the butt to remind me about how bad
things are.

This happened to me this morning listening to a programme called "Weekend
Blend" presented by Orla Barry. First there was a whole section on travel
writing - and, as ever with these items, talk about unusual and dodgy food
crops up. What struck me, however, was the thoughtlessness of all the
contributors about the notion of casually jetting around the globe in search of
new experiences and sights. Barry - herself blasting off halfway around the
world the next day - asked her two guests where they would go if economic
restrictions didn't exist - she never thought, of course, to think of raising an
environmental reason why someone may want to curb their globe trotting.

This was immediately followed be two "lighthearted animal stories" - the first
about a captive octopus named Paul who apparently had correctly predicted the
results of the World Cup football matches thus far. Despite a guest calling him
"Paul" throughout the piece, he was also called "it" several times. Next up was
the story of the US restaurant serving the flesh of a lion to celebrate Africa
hosting the World Cup. According to reports, "animal rights campaigners" are
infuriated by this menu item - I see no mention of the flesh or dairy the
restaurant usually serves on a daily basis, so I assume these "animal rights
campaigners" are not animal rights advocates after all. Barry ended the item by
joking that she expects lion flesh will taste like "chicken."

Anyway - memo to self: "stop listening to sodding orthodox radio stations!"
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Lorraine Haines said...

I know what you mean. I tend to avoid it...but still end up listening
from time, and was today treated to Jonathan Ross and his fish
eating 'vegetarian' producer in fits of laughter over a man who
raped a cow. 
The hilarity was caused by the disclosure that the man was then
made to marry the cow (who was later drowned).
They both expressed sympathy for the man.
Sorry for using your blog to vent.

June 26, 2010 8:59 AM

sallyvegan said...

These radio discussions are disgraceful - no worse than the majority
of discussions seeming to always revolve around speciesism but
disgraceful nonetheless. It's tempting to avoid radio and tv
altogether isn't it!
We've just got to keep putting the information out there and
continue to expand in numbers.
Great blog Roger, take care.

June 29, 2010 5:49 PM
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